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Feeling all autumnal?  The central heating is running in our 

house again, which is a tell tale sign.  We’ve been at this five 

years now evolving and developing as we go.   Derek reflects 

it’s about the people.  I think Throwback has succeeded in that 

regard, we’ve come together as “heritage modellers” each 

with a desire to see good work recognised.  Just like the 16mm 

Association the Heritage community has that same “broad 

church” approach.  From the whimsy world of Rowland Emet, 

or the precision engineering we saw from the likes of bespoke 

builders, Dave Hick, Mike Beeson,  or Hugh Saunders.  

Contrast that again with the accessibility and batch building that Archangel, Merlin, Mamod 

and others brought to the fledgling hobby.  Broad church, yep, I’d say, but throughout the 

constant is people. 

The pile of projects on my workbench was reducing until…. I bought a half built South African 

engine at the Peterborough show, it’s an engine I drew up ten years ago but has languished as 

a project.  I’m not saying I’ll complete the build any quicker than the original builder, but I do 

know I’ll have fun getting my head around the challenges it throws up, and it’ll way more 

satisfying than a Sudoku puzzle - haha. 

My work and family commitments will prevent me from making the hike down the M5 to 

Exeter for the October show, plus I’m still without a car, yes, it was initially a May 2022 

delivery!?!  However I’m confident it will be a great event and much enjoyed by those 

attending. 

To close here’s the start of my 16mm 

journey, a photo I’ve shared previously.  This 

is 1992, thirty years ago with my new Merlin 

Mayflower running round a loop of Peco 

track.  This is in the loft of our first house, 

which also scares me now looking back.   The 

ruling radius was the distance between the 

roof truss’s.   If you look carefully at the 

chipboard you’ll see I didn’t manage to get 

the track on the pencil line very well.  I still 

have my Mayflower, and the scratch built 

brakevan too.  I probably still use that 

section of track too despite four house moves (and six railway builds). 

Having reflected that we’ve be at this five years now, what next?  The Heritage “window” isn’t 

static.  It intrigues me (and scares me equally) to see models classed as old that I recall being 

released.  Heritage is open ended in that regard isn’t it?  So we keep moving forward while 

looking back, that’s got to be the oxymoron that defines heritage modelling?  But as long as 

we’re having fun that’s the key isn’t it?   Take care, Nigel. 

Welcome to Issue Twenty Nine 
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Reproduction of the 
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relevant permissions. 

Cover shot; Garratt 

duo, preparing for the 

memorial run see page 

41, photo Sam and 

Simon Sparkes 
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MILK RUN TO LOW FENNEL 
Derek's opinion of this article is that it is Dave Rowlands at his writing best.  The following  

appeared in Model Railways of August 1978.  Older enthusiasts will recall Dave's many forays 

into the world of 16mm modelling - a world that he made to appear pure fun, and something 

that we all wanted to join in with.  The world has changed around us since these heady days, 

and humour has followed suit.  Dave was a very accomplished cartoonist, so look closely at his 

track diagram to see what I mean. So sit back and enjoy this journey from a bygone age, which 

also encompasses the usual black and white photograph feature.  

MILK RUN TO LOW FENNEL 

Turning to the bathroom 

window as relief from the 

unlovely vision of my early 

morning self in the mirror, I 

can look across most of the 

Alderbrook Valley Railway 

which is shrouded in before 

sunrise mist.  A few years 

earlier I could also have looked 

beyond the pylon and across 

Palmer's Moor to where the 

Uxbridge Flint Brick Co.'s little 

2'6" gauge line once crossed the Colne Brook at Clisby's 

bridge - alas no more. 

No rabbits on the lawn this morning then?  That's odd, as there are usually a couple hopping 

around in their dim way, not realising that only weeds grow in our garden and that even the 

blackfly find our beans too stringy.  Ah, there's the reason, no doubt: stalking out of the tunnel 

comes a black and white mog.  You don't need to be in the Observer Corps. to recognise that 

outline:  Pregnant Prudence, in the club again!  With her two scruffy gigolos, this trio from the 

neighbouring farms are known and dreaded on the AVR as Purr, Stuart & Co. 

Since I am an early riser anyway, and the wife sleeps deep, I can often slip outdoors while 

making the morning tea before going to work, to run a quick milk train.  True, it usually has to be 

battery hauled, and I only have one milk churn, but who cares?  It's better than nothing. 

Today however, it's high day and holiday, earmarked for track maintenance, and that mist holds 

the promise of noonday heat to come.  Being Tuesday clinches it.  Tuesday (Market Day at 

Lamastre) was a big day on the narrow-gauge CFD Vivarais when, about sun up, the Mixte crept 

out of Le Cheylard behind a Mallet for Lamastre.  What the Vivarais did yesterday, the AVR will 

do today, and the milk shall be steam hauled. 

First though, let the dachshunds out into the garden, and if Preggy Prue isn't over the fence 

already she soon will be!  The Green Woodpecker is even more spry and abandons a useful (to 

me) breakfast of ants with a derisive 'yaffle'.  About the only benefit of the tree mortality here in 

recent years has been the return of the popinjays after an absence of 15 years.  Let's hope that 

mocking call doesn't truly presage rain, as folklore has it. 

Get dogs back in and send them, wet with dew, up to sleeping beauty.  Make tea, put distilled 

water on to boil and push toast under the grill.  Take tea and biscuit up to drowsy but now well-

RULE: Nothing is carried up the 
garden that can be taken by rail. 



Sun up and the 
'mixed' pulls out of 
Hamptonbysted. 
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licked and trodden upon spouse.  Note smell of burning and dash downstairs to scrape 

carbonised toast and fill boiler of 'Empress of Blandings' (Archangel Sgt. Murphy) with boiling 

water.  Plonk her on the Meccano ramp, fill fuel tank with meths, top up lubricator and light the 

wicks: a quick glance in the inspection mirror.  All alight - good!  A few moments respite to drink 

tea and watch the sunrise while munching toast.  Inhale hot metal-burning meths bouquet 

appreciatively and notice likeness of steam oil flavoured butter to Tibetan tea as made rancid 

with congealed goat's milk. 

Carry some stock out to the 

moss-grown track at the back 

doorstep, alongside 

Hamptonbysted platform: two 

open wagons - one with 

solitary milk churn - the Glyn 

Valley brakevan and, as a 

concession to the mixte image, 

a passenger coach. 

A most un-ladylike noise from 

the kitchen indicates that the 

'Empress' is ready to go, so she 

is gingerly carried out.  No messing about clearing water from her cylinder, she's a-rarin' to go 

and grunting like her namesake.  So, top up meths tank and set the points. 

We have to use the branch because a section of main line is 'out' for repair today and, to cap it 

all, I damaged another length with the lawnmower last night.  My concentration wavered at a 

critical level crossing, when next door's nubile daughter leaned from her bathroom window to 

announce that she was ready to have her back scrubbed!  This was directed at her mother I 

hasten to add. 

We have a rule on the AVR that nothing is carried up the garden that can be taken by rail.  So, 

the other open wagon is loaded with components of Peco Streamline sleepers, rail and 

fishplates, pliers, mason's chisel and hammer.  Quite a load to be carried on a plastic chassis, I 

realise rather belatedly.  Under the policy of cringing economy and make do, enforced by the 

Receiver, Hamptonbysted shops were 

urged to use up surplus '0' gauge 

Triang and Lima chassis beneath 

some wooden stock! ..... and thereby 

hangs a tale .... 

One afternoon last Autumn, the 

Receiver (Colonel Holman F. Pinniger) 

and I were operating a spasmodic 

and windswept service over the AVR, 

fighting a losing battle against leaves 

and pine needles.  His 'Princess 

Hester' (Archangel 0-4-0T) was 

steaming well despite the gales, but 

to my irritation I had got the wicks 

damp on my 'Mod-Brick type 

'Lucy' (another Archangel 0-4-0T) and 

she was not steaming.  I had just 

Obstacle on the line 
- the station at 
Mallow appears to 
be blocked. This 
shows the chunky 
size of 16mm scale 
quite nicely. 
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cured her party piece of flaming 

from the meths filler pipe in any 

light breeze by re-routing this 

through the cab back sheet, but 

I had to wait ignominiously in 

the loop at Low Fennel for a 

'blow up' alongside the grass-

grown carcase of 'Dolores' - one 

of my failures.  Meantime 

'Princess' and train shot by, to 

occupy the section I wanted.  I 

was pleased to note that the 

Colonel had forgotten the 

turnout at Syringa, and would 

soon be taking the branch which 

Lucy and I were blocking, 

instead of the main circuit.  

While I syringed a jorum of the 

'hard stuff' into 'Lucy's' tank I 

pointed this out to him.  I was 

being pretty jocular at his 

expense too, when he calmly 

remarked 'Your train is on fire!'  

Suffering suspension, it was too!  

I had been syringing away, with 

meths coming out of the 

overflow.  in the wind it 

immediately fires - not the best 

treatment for Peco Streamline 

as I could tell from the resinous 

smell and ominous smokecloud!  

Caught on the hop, I pushed the 

train away, opening the 

regulator.  Mistake number two!  

With a full head of steam and 

hurried shove, take-off was 

anything but smooth and my 

newly sited filler pipe shot 

meths all over the leading wagon and this caught fire too.  This tragedy dealt with, I smothered 

the track.  Luckily not much damage done, my cement setting prevented that.  So, off we went 

chastened, into the ant hills, and I was about to be suitably curt with The Colonel, who was 

rolling about, biting lumps out of the lawn in paroxysms of mirth, when I realised that the train 

was running badly - bumpetty, bumpetty, clunk: finally a van lurched off the track!  It was the 

Dingle van, and inspection showed that the rear axle now had two egg-shaped wheels carried in 

an axlebox that was a smooth blob of melted plastic! 

However, that's a long digression from our mixte au lait which is impatient to be off.  Ease the 

loco forward, opening the regulator very gingerly and away she goes, through the clematis and 

honeysuckle which are curtained with spiders' webs, all studded with dew.  Reminds one of the 

opening scene of Arne Sucksdorff's masterpiece on film: The Great Adventure: those splendid 
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early mornings in the forest, and the seasons captured on celluloid!  The sun's fingers are 

warming the air now, but it is yet damp enough for a splendid column of steam exhaust to hang 

in the air above the train, as the 'Empress' throatily chuckles away down the long slope beside 

the garage, tentacles of honeysuckle clinging lovingly to the stock as it passes.  Emergency stop!  

Steam off quick!  A large brown slug is slithering over the track from the long grass, like one of 

E.F.Benson's 'elementals' seeking shelter before the birds get busy.  The train skids to a halt just 

in time to avoid a messy accident.  Last time 'Empress'  derailed, she turned right over on her 

side like 'Russell' at Quellyn Lake in 1920, and not only spilled her meths, which caught fire, but, 

unnoticed by me, spewed out the wick of her front burner.  Righted and rerailed, she puffed 

away and I watched her departure with satisfaction that turned to consternation as I realised 

that she was leaving little bonfires of burning meths about 6" apart in her wake, as meths pulsed 

out of the empty burner sump! 

At any rate that stop for the slug means we can take the bend under the flyover with more 

confidence.  'Empress' snorts round the curve and we open the regulator for the pull back up to 

the level at Mallow, scattering the starlings and blackbirds already prospecting the weeds.  Who 

said starlings were late risers?  They're early enough here.  Happily they too seem to like an ant 

diet, and their probing beaks aerate the lawn.  A pair of crows spot the colourful train whiffling 

along, sounding like a 5" gauge engine, as it saunters across the middle of the garden, and one 

Low Fennel: 
'Empress of 
Blandings arrives 
at the branch 
platform. Note 
'Wilbur's' tower 
and the derelict ex 
WD loco, well 
overgrown in the 
background. 

No question of where the descent really starts: the 
undulating drop to the flyover. 
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dives in from their perch at the top 

of the pylon in the field beyond to 

inspect the phenomenon, but is 

spotted by the magpies who see him 

off, screaming raucously. 

We amble on, passing Mallow Moor 

Junction, a meeting place of lines; its 

bleak loneliness something akin both 

to Tryfan on the NWNGR and to 

Tooban on the ‘Swilly’.  Steam is shut 

off at the outer signal for Low 

Fennel, and we drift to a halt beside 

the branch platform.  The water tower here at Fennel is something of a snare and delusion 

unless checked regularly.  The wagtail knows that if he pulls on the hose, a lovely flood of 

distilled water ensues, making a puddle over the track in which he can paddle and admire his 

reflection, piping with joy until it has all soaked into the porous cement trackbed.  Then he’s off 

elsewhere, a flash of pied derision, seeking another chance to indulge his narcissus complex – 

usually the wing mirrors on the car!  So it pays drivers of internally-fired locos to check the 

towers before they start out.  Today, with a pot boiler we don’t have to worry – which is just as 

well, for a cry of ‘Chiswick’ overhead announces Wilbur’s arrival, and he struts his ‘length‘ 

pompously in front of the train.  He will be out of luck, the tank is empty! 

The P.W. wagon load is unhooked from the train and allowed to freewheel onto the main line 

while “Empress” runs round the loop to propel these impliments up through the anthills to the 

summit, where a damaged section is apparent.  The Junior Hacksaw cuts the rails and a few 

gentle hammer taps allow the damaged section to be lifted out complete.  The idea is realised 

on this occasion!  However, there are one or two places where a very wet mix of cement was 

used that has set granite hard, and a 2” mason’s chisel is the only recourse!  A quick measure 

up, cut two lengths of rail, thread on single sleepers (kept from previous PW repairs), new 

fishplates, and fit snugly into old cement pattern, pushing fishplates home with pliers.  One good 

job done.  Plenty to do later, but “Empress” is impatient to be away as her fire will soon fade out 

on only a single meths 

‘shot’. 

So, back to Low Fennel 

with the wagons round 

the loop and set back 

onto the branch again.  

Ho, for Hamptonbysted, 

cab first this time, 

bringing home the milk.  

Compulsory stop 

observed at Mallow, 

and flog up the long 

bank into the station.  

Over the moss-grown 

track to the back 

doorstep. 

Well, there’s nothing 

Passengers are few on the AVR these days. 'Empress of Blandings' shunting at 
the overgrown platforms of Hamptonbysted. Believe it or not, there is track 
under that herbage!  

On the branch, 

'Empress of 

Blandings' shoul-

ders through the 

overhanging Hon-

eysuckle and 

Clematis.  
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like steam on the narrow gauge, and the open air for giving one an appetite, and the toast 

wasn’t very filling.  I think a rasher of bacon and an egg or two are indicated.  Preparing to blow 

out the burners I feel I am being watched, and turn to see the moon face of my retired golfing 

neighbour, like a Cheshire cat on top of the fence.  Another early riser, he makes tracks for the 

golf club at dawn.  ‘You must be mad’ he says censoriously and toddles off to bag the best green 

– or whatever it is called.  ‘Empress’s’ fire is now out – what a pity: a raspberry from her safety 

valve would have been fitting comment. 

Open the blow-down cock and drain the lubricator ..... the day is young ...... 

 

Finally, we have a colour photo of 'Empress of Blandings' which was kindly supplied by Marc 

Horovitz, and appears in his book 'A Passion for Steam' together with a piece on the Archangel 

Sgt. Murphy which includes the following:  

The engine in this picture is not a standard Sgt. Murphy. It belonged to D G Rowlands, and ran 

on his (then) well-known Alderbrook Valley Railway. He renamed the engine Empress of 

Blandings after a famous character from P G Wodehouse.  At his request, the locomotive was 

modified by David Pinniger who, amongst other things, reduced the height of the cab and 

removed sections from the lower front of the tanks to make the engine more Hunslet-like. The 

engine was then painted by the same company that was, at the time, painting all of the Mamod 

locomotives. The final colour was a much paler shade of green than was expected! Marc's book 

was published by Atlantic in 2008, and I will continue to recommend that you have a copy as it is 

a veritable mine of information for the 16mm enthusiast. It was also republished by Accucraft in 

2014, with a few corrections and the addition of some of their locos at the end, and this version 

is still available. 



Sales, Wants & Solds 
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Sales successes: 

Everyone reading this section is welcome to buy or 
bid for anything advertised, even if you do not 
receive the magazine direct. We also continue to 
stress that there are no charges of any sort to either 
vendor or buyer for items advertised. All monies are 
paid directly between parties, and carriage charges 
where applicable are usually at cost. Descriptions 
and images of items are as supplied by the vendors, 
and as such we can accept no liabilities for anything. 
Items are bought as seen and tried and approved. 

With very few Shows left on the calendar, this is an 
opportunity to buy something to tide you through 
the winter season before spring and the great 
outdoors arrive again. There are some very desirable 
locos currently on offer. Contact Derek if you are 
interested. 

SOLDS 

Ogwen found a buyer for £800, as you will see 
elsewhere in this issue.  The Wrightscale Baldwin gas 
mechanical went for £675, after some enthusiastic 
bidding from a few interested parties.  The Archangel 
Russell sold for £2,000.  The various items of 
Darjeeling rolling stock sold in a job lot so I cannot 
give you a price.  The six GVT wagons sold. A quantity 
of very good Peco SM32 points and trackwork was 
moved direct. 

Now the actual sales.  

Talyllyn, as built by Mike Lax in Aug 2017. Lovely 
condition with only very minor cosmetics to attend 
to. There is no disputing the quality of any of Mike's 
locos. For sale at a realistic price due to a very 
genuine reason for the vendor parting with this. 

Dolgoch. This is from the same seller as Talyllyn, and 
again the loco was built by Mike Lax, this time in June 
2016. I do have additional photos of both of these 
locos. I am told that Mike is scaling back on his 
production, so there will not be too many chances to 
buy similar models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An untouched IMP Models N.W.N.G. - W.H.R. Workman's 
coach No: 7. Box only opened for photographs. Everything 
included, with all wooden parts and glazing, as well as a 
quantity of whitemetal and steel items to detail the body as 
well as to make up a pair of bogies.  £85, plus postage at 
cost. 
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“Baggins” a 7/8th scale 0-4-0T based on the Baguley “Rishra” 
The loco was produced by Jay Kovac of the Train Department 
in the USA. I bought it from Jay in 2020 and reviewed it for 
Sixteen Mill Today. It is a substantial model and very well 
engineered. The boiler is centre flue gas fired with a gauge 
glass and top up valve in the dome. The slip eccentric valve 
gear is well set up so that the loco will run very slowly and self 
start. As far as I know it is the only example of a Rishra in the 
UK and I am only selling it as I have too many 7/8ths locos and 
there are no other 7/8ths enthusiasts in my local area. Asking 
price £1500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We advertised one of the GRS diesels and seven skips in the 
last TBM. We now have someone who wants to buy all the 
skips, so if you might be interested in just the loco then get in 
touch please. All items are new, with original packaging and 
never been run, and the proceeds from the  

sale are for charity. 

 

We are offering a Gosling Glyn Valley tram loco, the photos of 
which featured in Throwback #28. You can see from these 
that the loco is in very good condition, and my comments 
about the model in general are in the piece. Offers are invited 
and there are not too many chances to own one of these. 

A Roundhouse Blanche, built in 2008. In 2010 it went to Mike 
Darby where it was converted from manual to r/c. Then Tony 
Willmore of Rhos Helyg Locomotive Works repainted it from 
its original green to the lined Penrhyn livery that it still carries. 
In 2018 the r/c was upgraded to a Turnigy 5X 2.4 Ghz. A 
desirable loco, for which offers are invited - these don't come 
up for sale that often. 

A Steamlines Shay. I have been involved with moving more 
than one of these, and having one myself I have a soft spot for 
them. I really like small Shays, they have a good balance but 
there is a lot for the eye to take in. Whilst mine is painted 
matt black, this version is gloss. I have checked with the 
vendor, who has owned it from new, and it came like this. The 
original locos were r/c, which worked on the rotary valve of 
the Osmotor to give speed and direction. Like mine, this has 
been converted to manual control, and also a condensate trap 
has been added which has improved the running. This loco 
looks really well, and is open to offers. 

An early Roundhouse Pooter, satin black finish and meths 
fired. 0-4-0 as usual, but in this case gauge adjustable. 
Hackworth valve gear. It has been fitted with a low water 
warning light, tank top coal bunkers and sprung buffers. 
£1499. 

When mentioning the IP Jane in TBM#28, we were not to 
know that this loco would come up for sale. It has been 
converted to gas firing by Roger Goodall, but is otherwise as 
standard. You can find clips of IP Janes running on You Tube. 
This loco is open to offers. 

We now have quite a collection of rolling stock - all in really 
good condition. They are roughly grouped together in the 
photos, but you can bid for quantities or singles - your choice. 
All items are with me now, so I can photograph anything 
specific if you want me to. I am following the grouping in the 
photos with a brief description of the contents as follows: 



2 closed wagons. 

Darjeeling Inspection Trolley, complete with parasol and 
brolley. Really exquisite. 

A rake including 1 Brake van, 1 open wagon, 2 Quarryman's 
coaches and 1 box van. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 GVT coach (with passengers) and 6 open wagons. 

4 slate wagons and two flat bed wagons with slate load. 

All the above are still available. I would point out that if it is 
an L&B Manning Wardle that you fancy, then we currently 
have three of differing configurations and build so ask for 
details. Descriptions and photos of all of the above are in 
earlier Throwbacks, and if you want to browse but have 
deleted the issues, then just Google in 'salop 16mm' which 
is the Shropshire Group website, and they are there for 
you. 

A chance to own something truly unique, and of the 
highest quality. The Hunslet style loco Brigitte that you can 
see in the photos, (I have a variety of them if you ask), was 
built by Harvey Watkins, originally for himself. It was 2007, 
and Harvey was making a commission model of the cabbed 
Hunslet 0-6-0 that they produced for the Groby Granite 
Railway. He so liked the proportions of the model that he 
decided to make a second one for himself alongside, but as 
it didn't need to match the prototype he left off the cab, 
sandboxes on the saddle tank etc. That is why this model is 
truly one of a kind, but as often happens with builders, 
someone came to visit after he had made it, and twisted his 
arm sufficiently to buy it from him! 

A year or so ago Simon Whenmouth offered it for sale, and 
the current vendor has owned it since. However, his tastes 
have changed onto 18" gauge models in 7/8ths. scale so he 
wants to find a new home for Brigitte. There is no doubting 
the quality of the build, which will be reflected in the price, 
so if you are interested then please get in touch. 

A very nicely presented Roundhouse Argyle, finished in 
prototypical livery. The lining is with fine tape, but this is 
intact, and there is only one very small rub on the overall 
finish. It is one of the earlier builds by Roundhouse during 
their production between 1992 and 2004. The loco is fitted 
with 2.4Ghz r/c, and is dual gauge. It is set for 32mm and 
has that trailing bogie fitted, but the 45mm version comes 
with the loco. It has a substantial display/carrying case and 
all the original documentation. It steams very well, and is 
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certainly eyecatching. I have a few photos, and the owner 
can supply many more if you are interested. Open to offers 
around £1350 (please note this lovely model was also 
listed on EBay at this same price) 

 

WANTED (Nigel comments, I love writing this list each 
edition. I find it makes fascinating reading in it’s own right - 
just reading what other modellers/collectors are interested 
in) 

Seven new item this issue -  

A Roundhouse Mountaineer. 

A gas firing conversion for a Mamod, complete with tank. 
This is for a 12yr. old lad, as he is now unable to run his 
meths fired loco at his usual track, who are now insisting 
on gas firing only. Hopefully you may have one that is 
reasonably priced? 

A meths fired heritage loco. Nothing elaborate, or 
expensive, and needing a little work and tlc is no problem. 

Perfect World WHR/NWNGR WHR1 Gladstone Observation 
Car, WHR2 Workmans Coach and/or WHR5 Ashbury 
Corridor Coach Kits 

Perfect World/Trenarren Models Station Lamp(s) 

Brandbright unmade & complete GS2 W&L Goods Van kit
(s)  

Tolhurst Model Engineers (TME) Vale of Rheidol Swindon 
Built 3rd Class Carriage (built by Chris Tolhurst) in crimson 
and cream in v.g.c  

… then the original list… 

Vertical boilered Shay, such as maybe a Regner, but 
anything considered. 

Triang/Novo Big-Big chassis or complete loco. Must be 
working. Or a set of gears for the same model, to replace 
those currently stripped (!) 

Archangel coaches. Both bogie and four wheeler, built or 
still as kits. More than one person was after the ones 
recently sold. 

A Roundhouse Forney - only made between 2000-2004. 

Someone with an almost full set of Brandbright catalogues 
would appreciate nos: 13, 15 and 17 if you can spare 
them? 

Brandbright kit for the L&B open Howards trucks, prefer 
unbuilt. 

A gentleman with a nice collection of gas fired locos, 
cannot help but keep thinking that he would like to have a 
go with one that is coal fired. No specific model, but just 
one that won't defeat him at the first few attempts.  Do 
you have something suitable? 

Dave Pinniger wants to add another Archangel 4 wheel 
coach to his rake. As you can see from the photo showing 
his Archangel Rheidol "Hazel" pulling the two coaches he 
has, they are in chocolate and cream. So, if you have one 
to sell him, then it will ideally be either an unmade kit or 
finished in this livery, though if you have one in another 
livery it will be considered. 
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Derek says: This rather nice Merlin Mayflower, to my eye one of 

the best generic locos of any era, found a new and appreciative 

home at the recent Stafford Show. It was on a smaller gauge 

trader's stand, so possibly overlooked by many, and changed 

hands for a very reasonable price. It pays to look around! 



Any Peter Angus geared locomotive. 

Linda, in Ffestiniog Railway guise, and must be gas fired but 
not a Roundhouse version. 

Another Linda. This can be any manufacturer, any 
specification, and needing work is not a problem. 

An Accucraft open sheep wagon, either W&Ll or GW 
lettering, but with 32mm wheelsets. 

An Archangel VoR 2-6-2T loco, to the original body shape. 
Whatever form of firing will be acceptable.   

Wrightscale WD Baldwin. 

John Milner's book, 'Rails to Glyn Ceiriog Part 2'.  

The Merlin Monarch brass dome that fits over the safety 
valve.  

In the mid '90s IP Engineering made some four wheel 
coach kits with milled sides and a tumblehome as opposed 
to their newer versions. I have someone who wants to buy 
some - preferably unstarted but complete models would 
be considered if their condition is reasonable. 

A Roundhouse Bertie or Katie, preferably red. 

A Roundhouse/Brandbright Fiji Fowler 

A NGG11 from Peter Angus/Mike Lax 

Tom Cooper Huddy Hunslet, similar to the one below 

A Brandbright GS2 Goods Van kits, unmade. 

Any discarded Beck loco components - non-running locos 
etc. 

A David Hick L&B - in any condition. 

A Mike Beeson L&B - in any condition 

Dead or ailing - Any L&B loco, by any heritage 
manufacturer. Gas or meths firing, age immaterial, happy 
to take on any mechanical or cosmetic work being needed. 

A David Hick loco, preferably a Peckett  

A John Turner Quarry Hunslet. 

2 x Blanche in Black with Penrhyn lining. 

An Outline 7/8ths. scale Simplex 

A Roundhouse Carrie with Hackworth valve gear. R/C 
preferred. Or DJB Robert, which is believed to have utilised 
the last of the RH Carrie chassis. 

A John Brittain coal fired NGG16 Garratt 

An Accucraft NG15, two requests or an NGG16 Garratt 

Any Hugh Saunders loco. 

A Hunslet Jack in 7/8ths. Could be Harvey Watkins, Wilson 
Locomotives or w.h.y.  

A coal fired Wilson Locomotives model. 

Exotic/old school/quirky locos and rolling stock to appease 
previous 16mm memories. 

Mike Beeson L&B coaches (please) 

Archangel Snowdon Ranger/Moel Tryfan 

Brandbright/Roundhouse Coffee Pot, with or without roof. 

A Harvey Watkins Darjeeling B class loco 

Cuckoo's Nest Katie.   

David Taylor Steamcraft double fairlie, American outline 
but also confusingly named Mountaineer.  

Any small and interesting steam loco (restricted radius on 
the line it is wanted for ). 

Tom Cooper Mini Mule. 

Merlin Little Wonder 

Tom Cooper Steamlines Rheidol. 

Archangel Rheidol, must be sound and in good running 
condition, similar to the one caught on camera by Keith 
Skillicorn below 

Archangel Brick - any cab profile. 

Tolhurst Model Engineers Vale of Rheidol Swindon built 
3rd. class carriage in crimson and cream, in v.g.c. 

Perfect World/Trenarren Models station lamp(s). 

If you are minded to thin down your collection, then 
consider using Throwback Modeller. There are no auction 
site charges, no costs for money transactions, and no 
advertising costs. You get what the market is prepared to 
pay, as opposed to finding out later that you could have 
sold for more. So, if you have any of the model described 
above to sell, then please contact me.  Thanks Derek 

AUCTION RESULTS 

With thanks to Chris Stockdale, he has pointed me towards 
two locos that appeared in a recent Excalibur Auction.  
They was a black Merlin Mayflower (Nigel adds, beautiful 
little engines), and a red tender Cheddar Iver.  

Interestingly, Hansons of Etwall have a decent looking 
black Cheddar Iver, also with tender, coming up shortly. 
There is little of 16mm interest in the auctions currently. 
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The wrong Moel Tryfan 
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Taken from the headings of SM32, 16mm scale and live steam locomotive. 

An Archangel 4 wheel coach in green sold for £81 which seems fair.  A red 
Merlin Midas, listed as 32mm and needing some attention, is currently as I 
write at £280 with 15 bids.  A black Cheddar Iver, 45mm, has been relisted with 
no bidders at £950. (?!)  A part built 2-4-2 tank loco, in brass, is for sale 
unfinished at £550.  A red RH Lady Anne, r/c is priced at £1250.  2 Mike Beeson 
Ashover coaches, built to his standards, are sadly 45mm and £460 so may well 
be unsold?  A black W&Ll Beyer is listed at £1795.  A really nice looking Pearse 
Countess in green is currently listed at £1975.  What looks like a Carlton coach, 
with a goods compartment at the rear looks well, and is relisted at £75.  A 
green Accucraft Excelsior, of the early series, had 13 bids up to £627.  An 
Association Victory had four bids to £900.  A Regner Konrad had 22 bids and 
stopped at £545.  A green RH Billy, r/c had 25 bids up to £955.  A brass 4-4-0, 
with tender and looking really well made, has been relisted at £575. It is 32mm, 

but with no criteria to judge by, it seems to be 0 gauge. Could be converted to our scale I 
would think if it is.  An Accucraft Lyn is listed at £1450.  Another Accucraft Countess in green 
sold after two bids at £1500.  Another Association Victory, r/c, had six bids and went for £968.  
A battery Lew, from a GRS kit, listed as needing attention had 23 bids and went for £310.  A 
red TME Hunslet Elidir, gas and coal fired, had two bids and finished at £3502.  A green 
Accucraft Countess and two W&Ll coaches had seven bids and reached £2301. 

There has been a lot more activity in the past two months on eBay, perhaps reflecting the time 
of year? If it is a worthwhile model, 

then there is still a lot of interest and it will make good money, but the more mundane or what 
is overpriced seems to languish. 

YouTube 

Derek writes: 

If you just put in PJLW you will pick up a 
collection of Mamod & MSS modified 
locos, from Peter Jones. He is not a 
trader, and does all this for his own 
amusement. In particular, if you scroll 
through the clips, you will come across 
one showing a loco with a Kenversions 
Idris Body kit, and how it all went 
together. Great little clip and is a good 
follow on from the recent piece in TBM 
on Ken Best's original creation. 

Vintage Archangel C&M 'Princess' at 
The Bayfields Light Railway. I just love 
this model of Stewart's, and for such a 
small loco it runs very well. It remains 
on my diminishing personal wants list. 

Coal Fired Little Engines. This is by 
Gandy Dancer Productions and features 
Jonathan Guilbert, and I have in the 

past pointed you to a clip of his. In this 
case, not only do you see and hear the 
man behind the clip, but you also get a 
decent performance from  

Tag Gorton, who is shown with his coal 
fired loco as well as offering help and 
advice to others. There are quite a few 
coal fired models in the sequence, and 
if you have any interest in this medium 
in 16mm, then this is worth watching. 

Following on from this, if you have 
nearly twenty minutes to spare, watch 
'Out & About with Russell' which is a 
follow up to the original set of build 
clips of this loco posted by Jonathan 
and well worth a look. 

Charles Firth's line. As a companion to 
the piece on the Portland Light Railway 
elsewhere in this issue, put in this title 
to see a good view of the line, and you 

will also find that this links into quite a 
few others. Go have a look! 

Lough Swilly in the Garden. Continuing 
with this issue's theme of the railway, 
you can watch Neil Ramsay's L & LSR 
Kerr Stuart 4-6-2 and prototypical train 
running on his garden line. 
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Notes from 

Colorado 

Greek Flag 
by Marc Horovitz 

Photos by the author 

 

In the most recent Sixteen 
Mil Bulletin, mention was 
made of the use of 
Meccano clockwork motors as locomotive motive power. This called to 
mind an engine I built 20 or so years ago using just such a motor. I hope that is old enough to be considered 
vintage, though perhaps it isn’t. However, it’s what I’m going to talk about this time anyway, because I think it’s 
fun. 

I’ve long been interested in clockwork power and was fascinated by Jack Ray’s 0-gauge Crewchester railway, which 
was originally designed as a serious model railway using only clockwork locomotives. Also, John van Riemsdijk, the 
well known gauge-1 proponent, did a lot of work with clockwork engines, and I had an extensive correspondence 
with him on the subject. I have many clockwork toy engines, including those made by Marx, Hafner, American 
Flyer, and Hornby. I also have a couple of wonderful Bing for Bassett-Lowke mechanisms, one four wheel and one 
six wheel, that I hope to use one day. I’ve done a couple of conversions to gauge 1 of 0-gauge toy motors, and even 
experimented with modifying wind-up clocks into usable motors. 

In my collection were 
some Meccano #1 
motors in good 
condition. I 
particularly liked 
these, as they 
incorporated a 
powerful spring as 
well as an extra gear 
train that made them 
reversible. For a long 
time I’d toyed with the 
idea of building a 
locomotive around 
one. However, due to 
their size, this 
presented some 
difficulties. I eventually 
decided on a freelance 
model of a little four-
wheel diesel in 7/8” = 
1’ scale, to run on 

1. “Greek Flag,” ready for a day’s 
work. 

2. In this under-side shot, you can see the wooden frame, brass wheels, ladder-chain 
drive, and levers (at the left) reaching up to the levers on the Meccano motor. 
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 gauge-1 track (photo 1), which I 
named “Greek Flag” (though it 
doesn’t have any name plates). 

Sadly, I don’t have any 
construction photos of the engine, 
but here’s some data. The frames 
are made from maple, a good, solid 
wood that can even be machined 
like metal. The motor is mounted 
between the frames, using 
standoffs to keep it in position. 
Wheels are brass, turned on my 
lathe, and the axles run in ball 
races to reduce friction. These are 
covered with brass disks screwed 
to the outside of the frames with 
tiny wood screws. The two axles 
are tied together via sprockets 
and ladder chain from my scrap 
bin. The same chain extends 
upward into the body of the engine 
to engage a sprocket on the motor. 
Much of this can be seen in photo 
2. 

 

If you’re not familiar with 
Mecanno’s #1 motor, there are 
two levers on one end. One 
controls off/on while the other 
controls the direction of operation. 
The motor is mounted in the 
locomotive with the control levers 
at the front end of the hood. The 
footplate of the loco is made of 
sheet steel, and to this I mounted 
two long-handled levers for the 
convenience of the driver, one for 
direction and one for stop-and-go. 
These are placed one each on 
either side of the cab (photo 3) 
and, through links and reach rods, 
are attached to the levers on the 
motor. The rods are visible outside 
of the frames below the footplate 
(photo 4). 

 

The body work is all of tinplate, 
liberated from a one-gallon can of 
Greek Flag olive-oil (hence the 
name of the engine). Tinplate is 
just about my favorite material 
with which to build. If you’ve not 
tried it, you must. It’s easily 

3. Looking into the open cab, the control levers can be seen on either side of 
the hood. 

4. A reach rod below the footplate, linking a cab lever to the motor. The discs 
on the frame cover the ball-race axle bearings. 

5. With the side panel raised, the key can be inserted for winding. 
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 soldered and can be cut with a pair of 

good scissors. Print out your pattern 
on your computer and glue it to a 
piece of tinplate. Cut out the pieces 
and solder them together into 
something real. 

 

The locomotive features raisable side 
panels. Each has an arm that will hold 
it in the “up” position. It is through 
one of these panels that access to the 
motor for winding may be had (photo 
5). There was no key, so I made one 
out of square K&S tubing, inset into a 
round shaft. This was polished and 
lacquered so it will never tarnish 
(photo 6). 

 

After ten full turns of the key, the engine will run at a sedate speed about three quarters of the way around my 
railway. This translates to around 100+ feet, which I find satisfactory. This was a fun project that produced a good, 
working locomotive, not just another toy. With the levers, it can be used for shunting or mainline work on a small 
railway (photo 7), with an occasional top up of energy for the spring. 

 

6. The homemade brass key, 
lacquered for posterity. 

7. “Greek Flag” with train. 



CMR/SSG driver Barry Bolt with his new loco. 
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It’s behind you heritage rolling stock 
Derek writes: 

Continuing this theme of 

heritage rolling stock, and 

also the idea of restoring 

anything from the past that 

has maybe seen better 

days, Steve Herring has 

stepped in with this Corris 

coach and continues:  

Sadly my Brother-in-law 

died recently after a short 

illness. He'd dabbled in 

16mm many moons ago 

and the family have asked 

me to look at the few bits 

and pieces he has left.  The 

jackpot for me was what I 

believe was a Peter Dobson Corris coach (it is) which was on the point of falling apart. I have a 

Brandbright catalogue of 1985 which shows the one and it appears to be the same. It certainly has the 

pierced aluminium sides and pre-formed roof which the catalogue describes.  Also after this one 

catalogue entry it wasn't shown anymore as all subsequent models were the clerestory roofed coaches. 

Too good to throw away, that's my winter project to restore.   

Derek concludes: Sadly the adhesives available at the time of this kit's availability were not the best, 

especially where 

aluminium and wood 

were involved. I actually 

have one of these 

coaches in an even worse 

state of disintegration 

through this problem, 

but Steve will 

undoubtedly beat me to 

finish first. I have added a 

Peter Dobson photo of 

the original models on 

his own line so that Steve 

knows what he is 

working towards! 
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Electric Avenue 
Chris Webster very kindly wrote in with the following, which I suppose is also a Detective Derek? 

In TBM 20 on Page 30 there is a photo of a County Donegal railcar stated as possibly built by Jim 
Wild which appears to be the one I now own.  

I bought it from Imp models at the Brandon GR show. I can’t remember the year but I suspect it 
was circa 2008-2009. 

As mentioned it is built to 16mm scale, which makes it a very large model, particularly on 32mm 
track and it has “challenged” the clearances on a number of lines. In fact I currently need to refix 
the luggage rack on the roof after it came to grief on somebody’s tunnel! 

When I bought it, it was just fitted with “on/off” manual control. I fitted it with 2.4ghz RC speed 
control and a new battery pack. 

It is fitted with a very large/geriatric looking (and I suspect 24v) open framed motor which 
despite various attempts at suppression, has a bad habit of “glitching” the RC speed control unit 
once a reasonable speed is reached. One of those things on the “to do” list is to re-motor it with 
something better behaved, but the gearbox is integral with the motor frame and I don’t relish 
the prospect of pressing the wheels off the axle to release it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nigel adds—I also built (well half built) a pair of the 
railcars but modelled the pair from as they ran on the 
Isle of Man.   I also made the “error” of building them in 
16mm scale, but then compounded my error by building 
the tractor as trailer at a scale gap to the pivot, so they 
need something like a 10’ radius corner to go round.  
One day I’ll rebuild the chassis and move the pivots…. 
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Paul Howard very kindly provided this update after my mentioning of the line in the last TBM. 

He writes: 

Here are a few further points about the Sand Hutton Light Railway. I must admit to a particular 

interest in this line because I only live a few miles away from where it ran. Sadly, virtually 

nothing remains of the railway today. 

A number of modellers now own 7/8 inch scale versions of Jack. This loco was actually a one-off 

design by Hunslet for the John Knowles tramway. For those who don’t know of this system, I can 

thoroughly recommend the book ‘Tramways and Railways of the John Knowles (Wooden Box) 

Ltd. By Roy Etherington and Roger West. 

The only four locomotives that ran on the Sand Hutton Light Railway all belonged to the Hunslet 

‘Waril’ class. They were slightly larger than Jack with a higher pitched boiler, larger cylinders, a 

different cab and other detail changes. 

I enclose photos of my SHLR loco Esme, built for me a few years ago by Peter Angus. Named 

after the second wife of Sir Robert Walker ( the line’s owner), this was probably the best known 

of the locomotives on the line. They were all purchased as surplus from the Royal Army Service 

Corps. depot at Deptford and apart from conversion from oil to coal firing, they underwent very 

few changes on the SHLR. They even retained their olive drab livery - certainly not as attractive 

as that of Jack. Interestingly, when John Knowles needed a further loco, they also purchased a 

Waril which they named Gwen. 

Just a few words about the SHLR rolling stock. The only trucks used on the line were also 

SAND HUTTON LIGHT RAILWAY 

Esme and SHLR trucks running on my garden railway 
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purchased from Deptford, and Bole Laser Craft make superb kits of these in 7/8 inch scale. Like the real 
wagons, these have lift of bodies so can be converted to the bolster wagons that the SHLR constructed 
on site to carry large loads such as hay bales. Again, Bole will sell the chassis separately although you will 
have to make your own flat bed. 

Resurgam models do an excellent kit of the only coach used on the line. Bear in mind that the original 
was a surprisingly large coach for an 18 inch gauge railway and it makes a substantial model in 7/8 inch 
scale.  Finally, the brake van. No kit of this as yet but I have sent Resurgam the CAD files for this and I am 
promised that they will be producing it at some time in the future. Mine is a scratch built version and is 
pretty accurate but is due for a repaint soon. 

Esme with the SHLR brake van on my line 

Esme and two of Peter’s Jacks running on the York Model Engineers line 
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Roger Marsh line up 
Derek writes that I had reason recently to email Roger Marsh with a technical query about Ogwen, the 

locomotive that he designed and produced before passing the project over to Maxwell Hemmens. I have 

left in one comment from Roger as it may be of general interest or help to other readers. He responded 

as follows: 

 

Hi Derek, nice to hear from you and see the pic’ of Ogwen. It must be a Hemmings one as I never fitted a 

valve to the smoke box. I have sent you the following picture. The 0-6-0T is from the Padarn, the wheels 

are a bit big but my grandson was due to visit in a few days and it was for him because all my other locos 

were coal fired. The model is 24V R/C and used for 

shunting on the G3 line. The Green engine was a 

Spooner design built by Vulcan for Alexandra quarry 

and named Kathleen. The model is clockwork. Boxer 

is electric and was built in 1959 and was used on 

the Abermarsham railway exhibited at the MRC 

Easter show in Westminster Hall. Roger.  

Derek closes with a photo of the aforementioned 

Maxwell Hemmens Ogwen, which Geoff Lumsdon 

kindly supplied. 
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Progress at Woody Bay 
Over the two day Gala at the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway on Sept 24/25th., the 16mm garden railway 

was officially opened by Stuart Nelhams, the General Manager of the L&BRly, and it has been named 

'Woody Gate'. Many of the Two Moors Group, and the Central Somerset Group had put in a serious 

amount of time and effort to get to this point, and were rewarded with good weather and an enthusias-

tic crowd of visitors watching and asking questions. Pete Chandler was one of the main protagonists in 

this project, and has been amusing himself making buildings for the line.  He was the man behind 

'Jigstones' so is well equipped to do this. The photograph was taken at this opening by David Pinniger, 

acting as our TBM roving reporter. 

DAVID EDWARD ANNING 
Very sadly we have lost another early and influential modeller from our ranks. It is only in more recent times that I got to 

meet David personally, when we attended the Exeter Show with heritage. Back in the early '90s he owned a hotel in Tor-

quay, through the grounds of which he built an expansive line. If you stayed with him, then his world was your oyster, 

but once a month he also made it available for local modellers. The hotel was always advertised in SMT or Bulletin. 

After retiring from the hotel, he moved with his wife (who sadly died some years ago) to Chelston, where he built the 

Cockington Valley Railway, also another large line.  In earlier times he served as a committee member of the 16mm Asso-

ciation, before it became a Limited Company, and he could also be found volunteering on the South Devon Railway.  On 

a personal level, I had only one thing in common with David, and that was that we both at one time owned a David Tay-

lor Steamcraft double fairlie.   He leaves behind a lot of friends and happy memories. 
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More Mamod 

conversions 
From John Perkin comes yet another 

transformation from a Mamod model into a 

rail vehicle - in this case the lorry. John writes: 

Here are some photos of the Mamod Steam 

Lorry Conversion to run on 3.5ins gauge track.  

It took several attempts to achieve the correct 

speed reduction, torque increase and a sturdy 

gear box. The power of Meccano! 
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BEKONSCOT MODEL VILLAGE 
Derek writes: 

I used to go with my mother, using a London Transport green Rover ticket that cost 5/- (child 2/6d) from 

Epsom Downs where I lived, right across to Bekonscot Model Village in the very early '60s. I loved the 

model railway, particularly an early Southern Electric unit not unlike the 2-Bil ones, which I am sure I 

have seen still running in some of the You Tube clips of the line (worth a watch). This photo was taken 

by Keith and Christine Skillicorn when they visited recently, and it reminds me of the pleasure I used to 

get. My b&w photos show a very different view, but that is only to be expected, and I have a note to go 

again one day. Surely there is inspiration here for the garden railway enthusiast, as much in the 

buildings and general infrastructure as the trains themselves? 

OOPS - Slipped through the net.. 

We have recently printed a couple of items from Peter Bleasdale, in which were pictured a 

couple of Roundhouse Lady Annes.  They are different locos, but both owned by Peter. The 

red one is gas fired, and the green is an earlier meths fired version.  Derek 
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PELDON – 32 YEARS IN THE MAKING 
Stuart L. Baker 

It is not very often that Throwback Modeller gets articles on kit building, but after purchasing a 

‘Peldon’ kit from Brandbright in 1990, this summer I finally decided that I ought to get on and 

build it.  Not that I hadn’t started it many years ago by punching out all the river detail and 

cleaning up some of the castings, it was just that other projects got in the way and poor old 

‘Peldon’s bits have sat in the box on the shelf until recently.  Oh, it is true I did look at the etches 

from time to time, and also threw out the long-dead lead acid battery I had purchased at the 

same time as the kit.  At some point in time between then and now I had even printed off a copy 

of an article that Don Mason had written on ‘Peldon’ in Railway Modeller, and so I started in 

earnest by reading his article. 

As Don makes clear, follow the order of the 

Brandbright instructions and you should not go 

wrong.  So, completely out of sequence the first 

thing I tackled were the completion of the forming 

of the bonnet top and cab roof of the model.  

Thirty years ago I would no doubt have tried to 

bend these brass sheets using pieces of bar on my 

knee without annealing the metal first and it 

would probably have gone horribly wrong.  Now I 

annealed the metal and used a set of small 

bending rolls purchased some years back and 

which I find extremely useful – indeed the forming 
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 went very well and rather easily.  Thus buoyed by 

my success I started on the body, now following 

the order of assembly in the instruction. 

With the completion of the basic bonnet and cab 

assemblies it was here that experience prevailed 

and I took a step back and started to look at the 

overall proposed construction.  A few things 

struck me.  Firstly it was proposed to solder the 

small overlap of the front of the bonnet and 

front buffer beam and rely on this to hold the 

body on.  I did not like the thought of this 

relatively small solder joint taking this amount of 

strain, so I decided that I would modify the 

bonnet front by the inclusion of a bracket so that 

the large 4BA bolt of the front coupling would 

hold the body down.  Secondly the instructions 

said to solder the cab roof into place, but I hate 

fixed roofs on 16mm scale models.  I therefore 

formed bracket so that the cab roof is now 

clipped in place at the back with the front held in 

place with an 8BA bolt.  To this end square section brass bar was also soldered between the top of the 

cab sides and cab back to strengthen the cab assembly on which the removable roof sits.  Thirdly the 

instructions proposed to glue most of the detail castings in place in the cab and on the bonnet.  Instead, 

I chose to provide internally tapped inserts, or inserted BA bolts, so that these details could be installed 

last thing after painting and removed later should remedial works be required during the life of the 

model.  The photos below illustrate all these and include the brackets I formed so that the cab mounted 

sanding gear could be painted and installed as the last item of the build.  I hope the photographs 

illustrate my approach with all this. 

A couple of items that might prove of interest should anyone else have one of these kits lying around, or 

who wants to renovate a ‘Peldon’, are that I made new brackets for the exhaust silencer so that it could 

be bolted in place using 12BA bolts rather than gluing as per the instructions.  Also, I did not use the 

etch provided for the surround to the cab openings, using half round beading instead.  Half round 

beading is what the prototype has, and it was easy to cut neatly to incorporate the removable cab roof. 

One thing that was not included in the detailed kit was the cast iron weights that reside behind the cab 

steps.  These I milled from steel and fitted them with 2 No. 12BA hex head bolts in the locations of the 

real loco. 

 

Not wishing to go away from this being a “historic” build I retained the original Brandbright electronic 

speed controller and associated switchgear rather than installing modern radio control, which would in 

fact have probably been easier to cram into ‘Peldon’s body.  My only slight diversions from the 

instructions were to use a two-pin disconnecting plug and socket in the power feed to the motor in 

order that the body and chassis could easily be taken apart for maintenance, and to turn up a somewhat 

larger air filter from aluminium bar for the potentiometer which makes it easier for my fingers to handle 

the speed control. 

‘Peldon’ works fairly successfully, although Don Mason indicates that he is impressed with the speed 
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control provided by the electronics, 

whereas I am finding it rather jerky at 

slow speeds.  Now this could be that 

the motor and transmission gears 

need running in, time will tell.  Also I 

am finding it rather difficult to get to 

the on/off and forward/reverse 

switches in the cab.  So in retrospect I 

think the model would have benefitted 

from that modern R/C control gear 

mentioned previously. 

Overall I am very pleased with the 

result of my labours and the kit stands 

up very well against modern day 

standards of fit and detail.  I am 

looking forward to using ‘Peldon’ for 

many years to come, though I might yet convert it to R/C. 

The brass mounting bracket to fix the body front down on to the chassis. 

Sub-assemblies ready for painting and installing. 

Body completed and test fitted to chassis. 

Test running on my very short garden track. 

Completed cab interior showing tight proximity of sanding gear to control levers. 
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Resurrecting 

a Rheidol 

Derek writes that a friend 

recently acquired an Archangel 

Rheidol in a poor state and 

missing a lot of its bodywork. 

Although built as internally meths fired, it had been converted at some point into a gas fired pot boiler. 

It has now returned to full health at the Secret Workshop. As I happen to have an original Archangel 

Rheidol of my own, I have happily lent that as a template and guide to help the repairs.  

So, what you can see is a 

progression from the loco 

as received, through having 

the replacement bodywork 

completed and fitted, up to 

the finished model, which 

has retained as much of its 

originality as possible. The 

original Rheidol is pictured 

alongside for comparison 

purposes. Finally, and for 

interest/information, the 

bare boiler is shown outside its cladding. 

It is only about one inch diameter. 

Regular runners of Rheidols will tell you 

that they drive by the sound of the loco, 

which changes as the water level drops. 

This newly finished loco has very recently 

been out stretching its legs very 

successfully. Job done! 

Finally, I thought that you would enjoy 
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 the page from the Archangel catalogue of 

1973, the third edition, which has a certain 

charm and helps to show you the 

excitement of having such an accessible 

and affordable loco for the early 16mm 

enthusiasts. 
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A.W.N.U.T.S. 
Derek: I asked if anyone could help me find out more 

about this society and more specifically their maga-

zine of the same title. I am happy to say that, 

through the generosity of Ian Cross, who is a very 

staunch supporter of the Corris Railway, I now have: 

Vol.4: 3-5, Vol 5: 1-4, Vol: 6: 1-5, Vol 7: 1-5, Vol 8: 1-5 

and Vol 9: Issue 1. 

I am obviously short of early issues, but also have no 

idea how long the magazine was in existence. It will 

take me a while (and then some) to go through each 

magazine, but I am already aware of contributions 

on a regular basis from Peter Barnfield, Graham 

Stowell and the late Peter Jones. Once I have estab-

lished necessary permissions I hope to be able to 

reproduce some of the material for your enjoyment. 

If by any chance you have any of the other issues 

that you would be happy to pass on, then I would be 

really grateful. 

You can see what the initials stand for in this cover shot of one of the magazines. 

Portland Light Railway 
Martin Haywood is becoming a regular con-

tributor to TBM. This photo from him taken on 

the PLR dates back to 1996. The line's Pooter 

is in steam on the main line, whilst the gentle-

men looking on are John Turner, Charles Firth 

and Bill Rockey. Martin says that Charles Firth 

had an exquisite little line in Congleton called 

the Dane Valley Light Railway - see You Tube 

watch. Martin wonders if anyone has any 

more information on Charles' line and his 

models that have not been published before? 

He remembers Charles making some quirky 

things, such as a powered tea van and a pump 

trolley, and regularly displayed in the 16mm 

Association Model of the Year Competition. 
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To fire or not to fire that is the question 

Coal firing for beginners 
For those of you that run 16mm coal fired locos this article may smack of your grandmother being told 

how to suck eggs, but bear with me. 

It comes to mind that there must be a number of you out there who may like a few points on coal firing, 

because normally it is assumed that everyone else knows all about coal firing. I went through the initial 

stage of learning many years ago when I had a five inch loco but the basic rules are just the same, no 

matter what the size of your steam plant. So therefore this is aimed at those of you who have no prior 

knowledge of this skill, and skill it is, but it is not that hard to master. Also one has all the joys of the 

smell of real coal smoke and dirty hands. 

Well, to start what you need to create your locos heart to beat is fire. So what do you need? Two prime 

items and that is a supply of small lumps of charcoal and likewise of coal. Now for the coal you can buy 

this quite readily through 16mm contacts so that is quite straightforward. Regarding the charcoal you 

have to use lump wood charcoal and this has to broken down into small pieces to accommodate the size 

of fire box. It must be in fairly small lumps, the size of the coal will give a good idea as to what is 

required. Place the broken down charcoal in a bottle and add a small amount of paraffin to soak into the 

charcoal. 

Now let us look at the loco.  Do all the normal things that one would when firing by alterative means, i.e. 

oiling and general checking over. Next the water level in the boiler - about half full is more than enough, 

do not over fill it. 

Make certain that all valves are closed before starting; we are talking here about the throttle, blower, 

and possibly the blow down if fitted. Do not over tighten otherwise it makes it difficult to open them 

after a firing session. Now you place a layer of charcoal into the fire box, and get it evenly spread. Once 

this has been done put your electric blower on the chimney. Light the charcoal, this can be done by 

placing a small piece of charcoal on the shovel and setting light to it and putting into the fire box. As 

soon as this done start the electric blower to draw the fire. Do it this way otherwise there is a tendency 

for the charcoal on the shovel being blown out before it can light the rest in the fire box. Now make 

certain that the fire box door is closed otherwise cold air will be drawn in because you need the draft to 

be drawn through the charcoal to get the fire really started. Allow the charcoal to burn fairly well and an 

indication of this is that one should hear it crackle as it burns. Now is the time once you have a layer of 

burning charcoal to introduce some coal to the proceedings, do this gradually. Watch your pressure 

gauge and once about 20lbs is reached, you can turn off the electric blower and turn on your steam 

blower. Do not be heavy handed with this, just slight blast of steam should be enough to build up the 

fire. You only waste steam pressure and water if you are too keen on the blower. Now this is where it 

starts to get interesting, the old adage of little and often applies to feeding of coal. Do not be tempted to 

start your loco off down the track until you have a good coal fire burning. Otherwise it’s surprising how 

quickly the charcoal on its own will burn through. It now becomes a delicate balance between fire and 

water. Bear in mind that by putting too much water into the boiler at any one time will cool the water 

already there and this in turn can reduce you steam blower’s effectiveness. Build your fire until you have 

a nice volume of burning coal, this is where you can send your loco off down the track. At this point turn 
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 off the blower as the exhaust of from the cylinders will take over. Likewise on stopping the loco do not 

forget to turn the blower back on to maintain the fire. Once you have mastered this, the duration of a 

run can be considerable on one fire box of coal. But bear in mind your water level at all times. Unless you 

have something like an axle pump to constantly top up the water, it will be your responsibility to check 

on your water level at all times. Be aware that a coal fired loco runs much hotter than a gas fired and 

therefore will use the water up far more quickly. 

What can you do in the event of a problem i.e. lack of water in the boiler? In order to kill the fire as 

quickly as possible to prevent damage, shut the blower off, open the fire box door and if possible drop 

the fire. On most models it is an easy thing to do in dropping the fire grate. 

It is not such a hard thing to do to fire a coal fired loco but it does need a little bit of practice. The best 

thing to do is to fire your loco on blocks to give an idea as to what to expect, don’t wait until you are on a 

track for the first time. 

One last thing, when you have finished your run at the end of the day, do give the loco a through clean. 

Use some paraffin, and with the loco on a tray go through all the moving parts and clean them using a 

brush. This will remove the mixture of coal dust and oil which can get into the bearings, and in turn saves 

unnecessary wear on the bearings. Don’t forget afterwards to re oil all the moving parts. The other thing 

that is advisable to do is to clean the tubes to prevent a build up of ash which in turn will impair the 

running of the loco. 

Well there you have it, to run a coal fired loco does involve a degree of work all round, but it’s not that 

hard. The feeling and the smell of burning coal is out of this world and well worth the effort. 

Leaky Clack. 

Coal fired NGG16A Garratt at the 

National Garden Railway Show earlier 

this year.  The bright headlight is in 

competition with the bright glow 

from the ashpan 
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THE GREAT GARRATT HUNT 

 

Chris Webster has sent in this piece:  In TBM 16, in his piece “ The Great Garratt Hunt” Nigel mentions 

having seen a model of a SAR class NGG12 some years ago on Ttarrag shed and I think it is highly likely 

that was the model that I now own. 

It was built by John Campbell and I purchased it in 2009 from Mick Mobley (Imp models). I suspect it may 

actually have been one of Micks own collection at that point.  It is gas fired and incorporates a lot of 

Roundhouse mechanics. It’s a real testimony in fact to how well Roundhouse valve gear can continue to 

perform even when badly worn, as it still runs extremely well despite there now being some distinct 

“slack” in most of the components! 

Despite being only a single flue/burner boiler it steams equally well and is certainly a lot more “frugal” in 

terms of gas consumption than my Accucraft NGG16.   I replaced the RC with 2.4ghz but other than that 

and occasional running maintenance I have done very little to it since. 

Whilst I don’t know exactly when it was built, John Campbell has told me that it is the first model he ever 

produced commercially, so it would likely predate his NGG13/16’s. 

So could that make it a new challenger for the title of first commercial 16mm model Garratt? 

Nigel responds—Chris, thanks for sharing the update , this is the engine I recall seeing all those years 

back.  It is good to hear the engine is still going strong all these years later.  A radio update is always sen-

sible in my opinion.  I’ve watched a couple of beautiful models come to grief with old radio systems com-

manding erratic servos and sending models off the track at speed on corners.  Using the latest technology 

to mitigate this risk is the sensible move.  Curiously I’ve seen a couple of transmitter conversions where a 

2.4GHz control module has been retro fitted into an old 27MHz style AM transmitter.  

To the second part of your question oldest….. I think we still need to make that award to the Mac Muck-

ley Garratt that he based on two Mamods…….? 
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HUGH JAMPTON 
Dave Pinniger recently took a trip down to 

Somerset, and ran this loco on Chris 

Tilley's Barle Valley Light Railway.  For 

such a venerable model Dave says that it 

ran impeccably given its forty four years 

of age.  

Derek continues:  This loco was built by 

Harvey Watkins, and the driver figure was 

made by his late wife Maureen. I will 

sometime soon be printing an article by 

her on how to make your own figures, 

which is still really current. You can find 

the loco described in Peter Dobson's 1985 

book of 'Live Steam Model Locomotives,' 

but in this case Harvey says that the 

information is incorrect in that he did not 

use one of Arthur Heywood's locos for 

inspiration. For a start they all had outside 

valve gear. 

In those earlier times, locos with small 

boilers tended to have a short running time, and Harvey was determined to create something 

different. 7/8ths. scale was not really followed back then, but this model is nominally built to a 

larger scale than 16mm, without really looking out of place. We will start with the boiler, which 

has a diameter of some two inches. Harvey made it out of sheet copper, which he then rolled 

and rivetted. This technique he learned from Stewart Browne of Archangel - if you use drawn 
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tube it is not of a completely uniform thickness throughout, and hence you use a thicker gauge 

that that of sheet copper. This thinner gauge means that, with pot boilers, you heat the water 

that much quicker.  

The rest of the loco evolved around the boiler, and is fairly minimalist in the Heywood tradition. 

It is a meths fired pot boiler, with two cylinders with slide valves actuated by slip eccentric valve 

gear. The boiler is refilled via a vacuum tap, with a duration of around forty minutes, and a 

working pressure of 40 psi.  Overall dimensions are 8 1/4" long, 3 1/2" wide, and 6" high, with 

an overall weight of 4 1/2 lbs. 

The name? Well, it is based on Cockney Rhyming Slang, but I will leave you to work out.  

All photos by Dave Pinniger 
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My favourite show - EXETER GARDEN 

RAILWAY SHOW 

Derek writes:  This extremely popular Show returns on Saturday 29th. October this year, held as before 
at The Matford Centre, EX2 8FD, and it will be open from 10.30 - 16.30. The on site catering facilities are 
excellent. 

We would like to invite anyone with an interest in heritage, who is coming to the Show, to join us. We 
will have our usual display of locos and rolling stock there, so if nothing else bring a model along to put 
on Show. It will also be good to meet readers of Throwback Modeller and listen to constructive 
comments to make it better. 

You are very welcome to run on the Phurcombe Hall layout during the day. You will need to be a 
member of the Association of 16mm Narrow Gauge Modellers Ltd. under whose Insurance we run. Gas, 
meths or coal firing are allowed. However, in the light of recent events which were mentioned in a 
previous issue, we are not permitted large containers of meths near the layout. All meths is to be 
coloured, and only bring what you are going to use on the day. Either mark the container/dispenser with 
hazard tape or a clear label. We will have a small metal cabinet inside the layout to store these bottles in 
until they are required.  

It is a requirement of the Event Organisers that all locos should have a valid steam test record (self 
certification) for every engine below the 3.0 bar litre limit. Test certificates and evidence of a steam test 
in the past twelve months are also acceptable. All the above is for everyone's safety. 

If you come down on the Friday night, and want to help us set up, then the Hall is open between 6.00pm 
and 8.00 pm  

We look forward to sharing the Show day with you, and will welcome the support, Derek 
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Pinnigers Patch - Hunslet 

No 1, a little gem from 

David Hick 
I was first aware of David Hick and his engines 

when he built a small batch of Cranmore 

Peckett 0-4-0ST locos for sale through the 

Sixteen Mill Association in 1984. Marc 

Horovitz ordered one through Graham Lamb 

and asked for it to be delivered to me so that 

I could test it before I sent it to him in 

Colorado. It was a very nicely built little 

engine with slip eccentric valve gear and neat 

basic detail. When I ran the loco it was stiff 

and lively and got very hot, a characteristic 

which I later found was shared by most of 

David’s engines. I have always a had a thing 

about quarry Hunslets and so in the 1990s 

when I saw an advert for one built by David 

Hick, I contacted the owner and luckily I managed to collect it from him in York when I was working 

there. 

It was called “Cyril James” and looked to be in good condition although it appeared to have been 

repainted at some time. It ran OK a few times on the AVR but when I took it for an outing to Peter 

Spindlow’s track it seized up after a few circuits. We diagnosed that it may be a defective O ring in one 

cylinder and so I rang David to ask him how to replace it. “Tricky job dear boy” was the reply, “Just pop it 

in a box and send it to me and I will have it back to you in a few weeks”. Little did I know then about 

David and his erratic reputation. After a few months had passed I rang his number which was by then 

unobtainable! Over two years passed before I found out that he had moved from his previous house and 

thanks to Dave Lemar, I eventually got a new phone 

number. I duly rang and when I said my name David 

immediately said, “I am so glad you have rung, I have nearly 

finished your engine”. I was so surprised by this response 

that my prepared stream of invective remained unspoken.   

It must have been about 6 months later when I arranged 

with David that I would come to Bruton and pick up the loco 

from him.  The first visit to his workshop at the back of the 

small bungalow was an eye-opener. There was my now 

pristine but unrecognisable quarry Hunslet sitting on a 

bench surrounded by piles of components, tools and 

locomotive parts. He saw me admiring the loco and said 

1/ “Cyril James” as bought second hand at Peter 

Spindlow’s 

2/ No 1 as rebuilt by David Hick after a three year 

wait. 
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“That engine was one of my early basic 

models so while I was fitting new 

cylinders and pistons I rebuilt it for you.” 

We had a cup of coffee while we waited 

for the engine to raise steam. As David 

did not have a test track, we ran it on 

blocks, but it was very uneven and it 

seemed as if the cylinder on one side was 

not working properly. “You had better 

leave the engine with me and I will sort it 

out tomorrow”. I knew exactly what 

would happen if I agreed to this, so I replied to the effect that I was not leaving the house until 

the engine ran properly. To be fair to David, he agreed and set about taking the loco to bits and 

over two hours later had it running smoothly on blocks. I asked what I owed him and David 

replied “Nothing dear boy, just part of the after sales service” so I packed up the engine when it 

had cooled and set off back to Cookham. I got home much 

later than I had expected but at least I had a working loco. 

As with all of David’s locos it was still very stiff and went 

“Like a rat up a drain pipe” to quote the bard of Bruton 

and needed a lot of running-in.  I really did not like the 

Hick loose gas tank and neoprene tube feed pipe and 

Harvey Watkins kindly made me a new gas tank and 

burner which made life much easier and safer.  No 1 

comes out for a run from time to time and although it is 

now much more controllable, it is still very lively until you 

get the regulator set just right. The Hunslet had the 

honour of doing a few very fast memorial circuits of 

Phurcombe Hall at the Exeter Show in 2014 the year that 

David departed for the engine shed in the sky.  

When I was sitting in David’s workshop I started looking 

though some boxes and found the most amazing chassis – 

but that is another story, Dave Pinniger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Derek continues: Dave kindly used this Pinniger's Patch to 

continue our sequence of 'Little Gems'. Adding to this, 

during a recent exchange with him, he also sent me the 

photo of his David Hick Triassic. Now, at a quick glance I 

think you could easily take this to be of a full sized loco. To 

my eye there is one small clue to say that it is a model.  It is 

sublime, but I will have to declare that I actually prefer 

4/ Flying Hunslet 

at the Exeter 

Show  
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 these little 0-6-0 

Pecketts to the 

much more popular 

but similarly sized 

Quarry Hunslets. 

The photo of 

Triassic the actual 

loco was taken by 

me in the Museum 

at the Bala Lake 

Railway, where she 

is languishing on 

display. It seems 

that her owner has 

now been located, 

and perhaps one 

day there is hope of 

seeing her restored 

and running again? 

Fingers crossed! 

 

   Railcar de France  
Steve Bradley recently paid a visit to France, taking with him a few items for an old friend. Whilst there, they followed their 

joint interest in railways, and took a trip on a part preserved rural railway at Pontivy.  The friend seen here peering into the 

mechanicals of the railcar? None other than Stewart Browne of Archangel. Might he be contemplating modelling some i.c. 

engines prototypes? He still builds to special order.  

3/ No 1 in action 

on Rob Goldings 

Bayfield Light Rail-

way in 2022  
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PTLR Tribute to the 

funeral of her Majesty 

the Queen Sam and Simon Sparkes, 

after watching the funeral of Her Majesty Queen Eliza-
beth 2, decided to pay their own tribute by running a 
special on their line. It was double headed by two herit-
age Locobox Garratts, resplendent in black and carrying 
Royal Train headboards and Royal standards.  

As an aside to this occasion, the train can be seen crossing the viaduct on the line (Derek has a passion 
for such structures). This version is loosely based on the one at Chelfham on the Lynton & Barnstaple. It 

is known as the Jubilee bridge, as it was opened 20 years 
ago on the day of the Queen's 50th. Golden Jubilee.   Co-
incidentally, this was also the opening date of the line 
itself. The bridge is 24 ft. long, 4 1/2 ft. high, and uses 2 
1/2 ton of concrete and rebar. If you look carefully at the 
under bridge photo, you can make out the maker's plate 
on the one arch, and if you are interested you can see the 
actual bridge on Google Earth. 

As a footnote, Derek would love for more of you to send 
in details, photos etc., of heritage infrastructure. The 
piece about Bekonscot shows how much our lines need 
to run through believable terrain. If you have any herit-
age bridges, buildings etc. then please share them with 
us. I would also like to feature early garden railways in 
their entirety. What's stopping you? 
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THE LOUGH SWILLY REMEMBERED  

Derek has a very close neighbour who was brought up alongside the Londonderry & Lough Swilly Rail-

way. He had relatives working for the Company, and after school used to regularly travel on the foot-

plate for shunting in the station confines. Recently, I saw an advert for a new book, titled as per this arti-

cle and written by Jim McBride on behalf of the Donegal Railway Heritage Centre, from whom you have 

to acquire a copy if you are after one. Google the Centre in and there is a lot of worthwhile information 

to enjoy. For obvious reasons my neighbour bought a copy, and it is in front of me as I write this. 

The Company also operated the Burtonport Extension Railway, which was a separate enterprise with 

some 50 miles of track. The Lough Swilly was the only ng railway that operated both eight coupled tank 

and tender locomotives not just in Ireland but the whole of the British Isles. 

There is some interesting text in the book, but it is largely devoted to a series of black and white photo-

graphs, of not just the locos but also coaching and goods items, as well as showing the reader the bleak-

ness of the countryside through which the line operated. You can for instance see the Owencarrow via-

duct, where in 1925 the Burtonport train was blown off this bridge resulting in the death of four people. 

If you just Google in the viaduct, there are a number of photos and the story, and it is sobering reading 

in reminding you just how inhospitable the area was in terms of both weather and terrain. 

I know that many of you have a fondness for the Irish narrow gauge, so you may well enjoy getting a 

copy of this book. It is a wonderful window into the past, to an era where the railway was the only link 

between communities in these far flung areas where roads were mere tracks. Both the 4-8-4T and the 4-

8-0 tender locos were splendid beasts, built by Hudswell Clarke and ignored by almost everyone as sub-

jects to model, and more is the pity. I have a dim recollection of speaking to someone in Northern Ire-

land who knew of a model of the 4-8-4T, possibly built by Archangel (?), but with no follow up call or 

email it remains just a memory. If you know anyone who has modelled either of these prototypes and 

can point me in a direction or better still if you have any photos, then please do get in touch. 

If you do buy or borrow the book I am certain you will enjoy it. With it came a pamphlet about the Don-

egal Railway Heritage Trail, showing that quite a bit of the original infrastructure can still be seen. 

I will now thoroughly recommend a You Tube film entitled 'The Last Years of the Lough Swilly Railway'. 

This is over an hour long. It consists of a series of photographs, and alongside them is Jim McBride him-

self explaining every one. Okay, his asking for the next slide after each photo can be repetitive, but it is 

still well worth the time. There are excellent shots of both of the aforementioned locos, so you are able 

to see why I like them. The photos cover every part of the motive power and rolling stock, as well as 

stations etc. 

 
Help needed? Pat Brewer has bought himself a John Turner Caledonia, gas fired. This is not to be confused with 

the Lindale version of the same loco. Whilst it runs okay, it does get very hot, and he wonders if this is a feature of the 

model?  However, it is the gas supply to the burner that is concerning him. In the cab is what can only be described as a 

diaphragm style of valve, mounted vertically, with a screw adjuster on the top. However, this adjuster has no resistance 

whatsoever, and having dismantled the assembly he cannot see that it is doing anything at all. There is however, another 

regulator on the back of the boiler. Does this have anything to do with the slow running regulator on the front, he wonders?  

If you have one of these models, or are able to shed any light for Pat, please get in touch. Derek  
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DETECTIVE DEREK,  CLOSED   

In the last issue we asked if anyone could identify a gas tank and burner. 

Well, we quickly received a reply from Peter Jones Loco Works, to say this: 

Re: the ‘Case 1’ - those are the gas tank and burner tube from a Wilesco D48 Marine 

Engine boiler. These were only used on the D48 model which is now out of production.   

https://forest-classics.net/Wilesco%20Manuals/D48.pdf   Originally chrome, the gas tank was later 

painted black or red. 

Second case closed too (two too)  
Derek begins. Martin Haywood 

sent in the following email, about 

the E M Baldwin and Peldon:  The Jack Wheldon 

memorial E.M. Baldwin is a curious one to have 

been modelled by Mike Gaskin - I assume there 

were drawings in a magazine or someone took a 

trip to Fiji/Australia? They were built in Australia 

for the vast sugar cane industry.  There's a drawing 

in "Cane Train" (1988, Dyer & Hodge), possibly the 

best railway book I have encountered and it 

initiated the Fijian sugar cane models here! There's 

also a book about E. M. Baldwin but I'm yet to get 

a copy. 

MyLocoSound were recently producing a kit for a 

slightly smaller E.M. Baldwin model named 

Valdora that worked at Moreton Mill, Queensland.   

As for the the Fowler Resilient (which co-

incidentally has sugar cane links), the "Peldon" was 

under long term restoration at Amberley and was 

finally running in 1987. A lot of John Fowler's 

works plans are accessible (now at Reading 

University) although it may be more likely 

someone measured up the loco on site to make 

the model?  Here is Brandbright's excellent advert 

from May 1988 

As someone once pointed out to me, people do 

tend to model the things they can see and 

experience in real life. So as the Kerr Stuart diesel 

4415 is currently being restored at Festiniog 

maybe there's a clue to the next release for once 

of the bigger 16mm producers? ..and yes you 

guessed it, the Kerr Stuart diesel is another sugar 

cane loco! 

Mike Dockery kindly emailed in to say that the original Peldon model was designed and put into 
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 production by Mike 

Hoyland, using parts 

such as body panels 

and louvres 

manufactured by Tony 

Sant, though it was 

marketed by 

Brandbright. However, 

production soon 

outstripped Mike's 

production capabilities, 

and so the project was 

sold to Brandbright 

themselves, who 

substantially 

re-engineered the 

model. 

Jonathan Palterman 

also came back on this 

subject, to say that 

whilst he accepts the 

origins of the model, he did way back see some scaled drawings of the loco by the late John Kimber. 

James Finister who originally enquired about Peldon's history, himself sent in this early advert from 

Brandbright for the model. 

 

CASE 3  

Derek writes: We know 
someone who is 
modelling the little 
Sivok loco that you can 
see in the photo. I took 
this six years ago when 
a small group of us 
visited the Darjeeling-
Himalayan Railway, 
and it is on view at 
Ghum, where they 
have established a 
museum.  He has very 
little reference to 
follow, so if anyone out 
there has any different 
photos, or better still a 
scaled plan, or can 
point him in the right 
direction, then please 
do get in touch. 
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DOWN 

1. LNWR compound engine designer found in a low 
ebb tide. (4) 

2. Louisiana engulfs Illinois to produce Festiniog 
Hunslet. (5) 

3. In the direction of restored WR Toads. (7) 

4. Snowdon diesel Hunslet found parked at Cardiff 
football ground. (6) 

6. I ramp up manufacturing for compressor. (3,4) 

7. Sir Luigi repaired Darjeeling railway station. (8) 

8. Peter Pan’s class pays homage to St. Paul’s ar-
chitect. (4) 

13. Slip case refashioned for non-timetabled trains. 
(8) 

15. Bin team distributed description of temperature 
surrounding loco. (7) 

17. Superb wheel arrangement. (1,3,3) 

18. Large furry animal with hesitation supports en-
gine. (6) 

20. Engine cycle found in carrot tops. (4) 

22. Role I replayed for lubricator. (5) 

23. Sounds like closure for RHDR airport. (4) 

 
Chris and Jenny Dowlen 

ACROSS 

1. Satisfactorily fill loco’s underslung water 
receptacle. (4,4) 

5. Taxis protect loco crew. (4) 

9. Ban wild moves of US loco 
manufacturer. (7) 

10. Describes country lines found in the 
valley of the River Ural. (5) 

11. Large Welsh part of Festiniog cob. (4) 

12. Jan rung about German loco 
manufacturer. (3,4) 

14. Parsee disturbed retired model loco 
maker. (6) 

16. Small change makes model loco boiler. 
(6)  

19. Oboe sac reformed into American 
guard’s van. (7) 

21. Press clothes to make early rail material. 
(4) 

24. Spy sells tickets on behalf of railway 
company. (5) 

25. Ry hotel rebuilt for Great Central station. 
(7) 

26. Model glue solidifies initially at South 
East train station. (4) 

27. Loco like Mary Ann shatters our dream. 
(8) 

Solution to OILY RAG CROSSWORD #27 (republished in July/August Throwback Modeller#28) 

ACROSS 

1. Double Acting;  8. Effort; 9. Kindle;  10. Blade; 12. Drewry; 13. Oil Rig; 14. Nicest; 17. Seated; 19. Hotel; 20. 
Rotate; 21. Events; 22 Shanes Castle. 

DOWN 

2. Office; 3. Lately; 4. Akido; 5. Indoor;  6. Green Goddess; 7. Merddin Emrys; 10. Brush;  

11. Eifel; 15. Contra; 16. Tokens; 17. Sezela; 18. Tunnel. 



TBM #29 score card 
Team tram (Derek) - Zero  Team L&B (Nigel) - 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So you've made it to the end then? 

Well done, and we both hope it has 

been enjoyable? The next issue will 

bookend five years of producing 

Throwback. The hobby is still all about 

people. My motivation in writing about 

the subject came as much as anything 

from the people who nurtured our 

hobby from embryo to full adulthood. 

You have read Dave Rowlands' piece in 

this issue - who writes like that these 

days? Yet he painted a picture of 16mm 

modelling that I, and a whole lot of you, 

wanted to get involved with. 

Nowadays, as we all get older, some of 

our priorities in the hobby have 

changed, but the desire to meet friends 

if only once a year at a Show will have 

never diminished. Having said that, 

most of the major Shows this year 

seem to have had reduced attendance, 

and for sure one factor in this is the 

current cost of travelling to them. In 

becoming more selective, I think that 

there will be an upsurge in small garden 

meets, with a few close friends (and tea 

and cakes).  Our best 

wishes to you all, 

and as always 

thanks for the 

support - keep it 

coming, Derek 

Derek’s favourite - the Exeter Garden Railway Show, will be on Saturday 29th. 
October 10.30 - 16.30. It is at the usual venue of The Matford Centre, on the In-
dustrial Estate at Marsh Barton, EX2 8FD, details on the website: 
www.exetergardenrailwayshow.com. Phurcombe Hall heritage layout will be 
there, and the attendant static display.  Please bring something to show and/or 
run, it would be good if you could give me prior notice.  

Steam in Beds Saturday 26 November 2022. Venue Eaton Bray Village Hall, 
Church Lane, Eaton Bray, Nr Dunstable, LU6 2DJ Group web page: 
www.bag16mm.org.uk  Opening times 10.00 am to 4.00 pm Entrance fee Adults 
£5.00 accompanied children under 16 free. 

December 9/10th. Steam at Rowington. Rowington Village Hall, Rowington 
Green, Warwick. CV35 7BU.  Layouts and traders. Friday 2pm - 7 pm, Sat. 10am - 
4.00 pmAshbash.  

The first of the Winter series, at the Ash Priors Village Hall ( close to Bishops 
Lydeard station). Layouts in various gauges, bring and buy, some trader presence. 
Light refreshments but bring your own lunch. Sunday 11th. December. 10am - 
4pm  

Advance notice for 2023 

 13th. May 2023. Llangollen Garden Railway Festival. Well worth planning to in-
clude this in your diary. website: www.lgrf.co.uk  

And of course the Association’s big event the National Garden Railway Show at 
Peterborough is moving back to it’s more familiar slot Saturday 15th April 2023, 
10am – 5pm. 

Diary Dates  

And there was me thinking this would be a no score draw, and there it was... the opening at Woody Bay the Lyn at the front 

and Lew at the rear.  Close this time, I might have to photograph a few of my own L&B’s for future editions. 

 
How to contact us…. 

***  Derek Wiggins; 

Email;  

derekwiggins@btinternet.com  

Phone;  01691 654474 

 

***  Nigel Town; 

Email;  nigel.town@uwclub.net  

Phone/Text; 07551 781 583 

16mm Heritage Locomotive 

Owners and Operators 

Association  

Contact us.. 

Tail 

Lamp 


